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Optical properties of CdxΖn1-xSe/ZnSe (x = 0.12) multiquantum well
system are discussed. The transient photoluminescence and optically de-
tected cyclotron resonance experiments demonstrate a strong contribution
of bound exciton emission to the low temperature photoluminescence spec-
tra.
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1. Introduction

The CdZnSe/ZnSe multiquantum well (MQW) and superlattice stuctures
are currently intensively studied due to their possible application in blue light
emitting and semiconductor laser diodes [1]. In this communication we present
the results of photoluminescence (PL) transient and optically detected cyclotron
resonance (ODCR) experiments. The aim of the present study is to identify re-
combination transitions from the QWs and to describe their properties. We show
that bound exciton spectra contribute to the low temperature PL emission from
the QWs.
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2. Experimental results and discussion

In Fig. 1 we show a PL spectrum from the CdZnSe/ZnSe MQW sample.
The MQW structure studied consisted of four CdZnSe (12% of Cd) quantum wells
of 114, 76, 43 and 22 Å thickness separated by 575 Å ZnSe barriers. They were
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a GaAs substrate covered with a
3900 A ZnSe buffer layer and with a 325 A cap layer on top of the structure. The
PL spectum, shown in Fig. 1, consists of four emission bands, related to the QWs
with a width of 22 A, 43 Å, 76 Å and 114 Å (from left to right). The PL emission
from the 22 Å QW has two components separated by 10 A. The temperature
dependence of the PL intensity was studied. We observe a strong temperature
dependence of the PL spectrum intensity and of its spectral position. At increased
temperatures the intensity of the low energy component of the QWs PL decreases
more rapidly. At higher temperatures it could be observed that the PL emission
from the 43A QW also has two components, with a higher energy cOmponent
(attributed to localized exciton) being weak at 2 K temperature and becoming
stronger at increased temperature. Emission intensity is anticorrelated with the
QWs thickness, i.e. the decrease is more rapid for narrower QWs. The red shift
of the exciton emissions (by about 10 Å) at increased temperatures (100 K) can
be explained by the temperature dependence of the fundamental band gap. We
speculate that also the misfit strain is temperature dependent and that this to
some extent can contribute to the observed shift.
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We also performed time resolved measurements of the different emissions
with a streak camera system. The time resolved kinetics from the 22 Å, 76 A and
114 Å QW were almost identical, with the high energy component having a decay
time of 76 ps and the lower energy component a decay of 85 ps and a slightly
longer rise time. It is interesting to notice that the dominant PL emission at 2 K
from the 43Å QW has a shorter decay time (72 ps) than the lower energy PL
band observed from the 22 A QW and the 76 Å and 114 Å QW. We relate this
fact to some energy transfer between excitonic transitions in the QWs. The PL
transitions do not change their spectral position during the time of the decay.
This is in contrast to the significant shift observed in e.g. narrow GaAs/AlGaAs
QWs [2]. This indicates that the excitons do not diffuse between localized states
and that they therefore are strongly localized excitons. The width of the excitonic
transitions (about 3.5 meV) reflects the magnitude of potential fluctuations present
in the structure studied.

We attribute the lower energy component of the 22Å QW emission and
the dominant PL band from the 43 Å QW to a recombination of the bound exci-
ton (BE) (neutral donor bound exciton). The identity of defect binding an exciton
remains unknown since our structures were not intentionally doped. There are sev-
eral arguments for such an identification of these PL bands. First is their strong
temperature dependence. The emission decreases in intensity with increasing tem-
perature and BE are not observed at higher temperatures. This is expected due
to thermal ionization of BE. They have both longer rise and decay time, which
is a consequence of the fact that BE is created by capture of a free exciton (FE).
The latter explains why a shorter decay time is observed for the 43Å QW at 2 K.
In this case the contribution from the localized exciton was very weak and the
energy transfer link between localized and bound exciton was stronger resulting
in shorter decay of the bound exciton.

In Fig. 2 we show the spectral dependence of the ODCR signal (ODCR-PL),
which represents the PL changes caused by hot carriers heated at CR conditions
(heavily damped CR resonance was observed). The ODCR-PL spectum was mea-
sured in phase with on-off modulated microwaves. 1 kHz frequency of microwave
modulation was used to minimize lattice heating effects. The ODCR-PL spectrum
shows a typical response of the PL consisting of two competing recombination
channels — free and bound excitons. At increased microwave power bound exci-
tons are impact ionized by collisions with hot carriers, which enhances recombina-
tion via a free exciton channel [3]. It is interesting to notice that the ODCR-PL
experiment clearly shows the two band character of the 43 Å QW emission, even
though it was not resolved in the !ow temperature PL experiment and was only
partly resolved in the transient PL study. Such increased spectral resolution of
the ODCR-PL experiment was reported previously from our study of GaInAs [4].
The main effect of carrier heating at CR conditions is an intensity redistribution
between the two excitonic transitions. We did not observe diffusion of hot carriers
out of the QWs, the effect dominant for the CdTe/CdMnTe MQW structures [5].
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